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La synchronisation est de retour, mais est-ce bien la même ?
Résumé : Ce rapport présente une nouvelle dimension que prend la synchronisation en présence de fautes dans un
contexte asynchrone.
Mots clés : Registre atomique, object concurrent, consensus, gestionnaire de contention, détecteur de fautes,
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Synchronization is coming back, but is it the same? 3
1 Introduction
Concurrent objects and traditional lock-based synchronization Synchronization problems are rarely easy to
solve. To address this difficulty, a major step has been the definition of appropriate objects able to capture the current
state of the synchronization problem we want to solve. The semaphore concept, introduced very early (in the sixties)
by Dijkstra [4], is such an object. A semaphore S consists in an integer that has to always remain non-negative,
and can be decremented and incremented by the well-known primitives P () and V (). Semaphores are well-suited to
implement synchronization kernels as they allow capturing the essence of low-level synchronization.
A concurrent object is an object that (1) has a precisely defined semantics (usually defined by a sequential specifi-
cation) and (2) can be accessed concurrently by several processes. Among the most popular concurrent objects is the
shared queue (whose implementation is usually described in textbooks under the name producer/consumer problem),
and the shared file, also called disk or register (the implementation of which underlies the readers/writers problem).
Unfortunately, from a high-level programming point of view, semaphores appear to be a too low-level mechanism to
easily implement high-level concurrent objects. More precisely, providing processes with an object such as a shared
queue or a shared file, only with semaphores, is an error-prone activity. Moreover, correctness proofs of semaphore-
based algorithms are rarely easy. That is why synchronization-oriented high-level programming concepts such as the
concept of monitor [13], have been later defined (in the seventies). Basically, a monitor allows the programmer to
define an object in such a way that it can be accessed concurrently by several processes while providing its sequential
semantics. This means, for objects that have a sequential specification (e.g., a queue or a file), that, from an external
observer point of view, the operations on the object appear as if they are executed sequentially. In other words, a
monitor provides the programmers with clean concepts and mechanisms to encapsulate correct implementations of
concurrent objects. As a consequence, any synchronization problem can be casted as a specific concurrent object
providing appropriate operations to its users. For instance, resource allocation and rendezvous coordination can be
encapsulated in a resource manager object and a rendezvous object, respectively.
Net effect of asynchrony and failures When operations accessing a concurrent object overlap, a simple way to en-
sure that the specification of the object is never violated consists in blocking all of them but one operation during some
time in order that operation can access the object without being bothered by the other operations and can consequently
be able to proceed in a safe way. This is traditionally solved by associating locks with each concurrent object (such
a lock is called a condition in the monitor terminology [13]). A simple way to implement a lock consists in using a
semaphore. Due to their simplicity and their effectiveness, lock-based implementations are popular.
Unfortunately, in asynchronous systems (i.e., the class of systems where no assumption on the speed of the pro-
cesses is possible), the lock-based approach presents intrinsic major drawbacks. If a slow process holds a lock during
a long period of time, it can delay faster processes from accessing (some parts of) the object. More severely, the lock-
based approach does not prevent by itself deadlock scenarios from occurring. Preventing them requires additional
mechanisms or strategies that can give rise to long waiting periods that degrade the whole system efficiency. The
situation becomes even more critical in presence of failures. When a process holding a lock crashes, as the system is
asynchronous, there is no way to know whether this process has crashed or is only very slow. It follows that such a
crash can block the system during an arbitrarily long period (i.e., until an appropriate recovery action is started, either
manually, or after the operating system becomes aware of the crash of the process).
Obstruction freedom, non-blocking and wait-freedom To cope with the previous drawbacks due to the use of
lock-based solutions when one has to implement concurrent objects, several properties related to synchronization and
implementation of concurrent objects in presence of asynchrony and process crashes have been recently introduced.
Considering a concurrent object, these properties are the following ones, starting from the weaker and going to the
stronger.
• Obstruction-freedom. An implementation of a concurrent object is obstruction-free, if each of its operations is
guaranteed to terminate when it is executed without concurrency (assuming that the invoking process does not
crash) [12].
An operation executes “without concurrency” if the only process p that is currently accessing the internal rep-
resentation of the object is the process that invoked that operation. This does not prevent other processes to
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have started and not yet finished operations on the same object1. The important point here is that, if other pro-
cesses have started executing operations on the same object, whatever their progress in their operations, they
have “momentarily” stopped accessing the internal representation of the object, allowing thereby p to execute
its operation in a concurrency-free context.
It is important to notice that an obstruction-free implementation of an object has the following noteworthy
property. If several processes execute concurrently operations on that object, the semantics of the object is
always ensured (i.e., if an operation terminates, it returns a correct result), but it is possible that no operation at
all terminates in the presence of concurrent accesses to the internal representation of the object. Termination is
not guaranteed when several operations access concurrently the internal representation of the object.
So, despite asynchrony and failures, an obstruction-free implementation of an object guarantees (1) always the
safety property (consistency) of each of operation, and (2) the liveness property of each operation when there
are no concurrent accesses to the internal representation of the object.
• Non-blocking. This property states that, despite asynchrony and process crashes, if several processes execute
operations on the same object and do not crash, at least one of them terminates its operation [11].
So, non-blocking means deadlock-freedom despite asynchrony and crashes. It is a property strictly stronger than
obstruction-freedom: it is obstruction-freedom + deadlock-freedom.
• Wait-freedom. This property states that, despite asynchrony and process crashes, any process that executes an
operation on the object (and does not crash), terminates its operation [11].
So, wait-freedom means starvation-freedom despite asynchrony and crashes. It is a property strictly stronger
than non-blocking: it is obstruction-freedom + starvation-freedom.
Content of the paper The paper investigates the notions of obstruction-freedom, non-blocking, and wait-freedom
(see Figure 1). To that end, it first present (Section 3) an algorithm that, given a concurrent object defined by a
sequential specification (e.g., a shared stack, or a shared double-ended queue), constructs a wait-free implementation
of that object. Such an algorithm is called a universal construction [11].
Then, considering that we are given an obstruction-free implementation of an object (without knowing its speci-
fication), the paper presents algorithms that transforms that implementation into a non-blocking or a wait-free imple-
mentation. Two approaches are considered, for such a transformation. One is based on the use of a synchronization
operation plus an additional assumption on the system behavior (Section 4.1), while the second one assumes that the
underlying system is enriched with a failure detector (Section 4.2).
As shown in Figure 1, an interesting problem remains open. To date, no paper presents an algorithm that builds an
obstruction-free implementation of an object from its sequential specification. Such an implementation should allow
several operations that access independent parts of the internal representation of the object to proceed concurrently
(this is not allowed by a universal construction).
Obstruction-free implementation of an object
Wait-free implementation of an object
Non-blocking implementation of an object
Sequential specification of an object
Section 3
?
Section 4
Figure 1: Global picture
1This is for example the case of a process that crashed in the middle of an operation on the object.
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Then, the paper addresses other notions related to synchronization in presence of failures, namely, the notion of
t-resilience associated with an object implementation, and the notion of gracefully degrading implementation (Section
5). So, the paper surveys important topics related to asynchronous computing in presence of failures. Its aim is to
introduce the reader to synchronization notions that will become more and more familiar as multi-core architectures
will develop.
2 Base computation model
Process model We consider a system made up of n sequential processes, denoted p1, p2, . . . , pn, such that any
number of them can crash. A process is correct in a run if it does not crash in that run. A process that crashes in a
run is said to be faulty in that run. A process executes correctly (i.e., according to its specification) until it possibly
crashes. After it has crashed, a process executes no operation. There is no bound on the relative speed of a process
with respect to another process, which means that the system is asynchronous.
Shared Registers A reliable atomic register [15] is an abstraction of shared variable. It provides the processes
with two operations, usually called read and write. Atomic means that, whatever the number of processes that can
concurrently access such a register, the read and write operations issued by the processes appear as if they have been
executed one after the other, each one being executed instantaneously at some point of the time line between its
invocation event and its response event. Reliable means that the register does not suffer failures (it always behaves
according to its specification).
3 A universal construction
Let us consider an object defined by a sequential specification (e.g., a stack, or a file). This section presents an
algorithm (universal construction) that builds a wait-free implementation of that object. The first such universal con-
struction is due to Herlihy [11]. We present here a construction due to Guerraoui and Raynal introduced in [9]. That
construction relies on two types of objects, atomic registers and consensus objects.
3.1 Consensus object
A consensus object is a concurrent atomic object that provides the processes with a single operation called propose()
that has one input parameter and returns one output. Given a consensus object C, we say that a process “proposes v to
C”, when it invokes C.propose(v). When then say that “it is a participant of the consensus C”. If the value returned
by an invocation is v′, we say that “the invoking process decides v′”, or “v′ is decided by the consensus object C”.
Let⊥ denote a default value that cannot be proposed by a process. A consensus object C can be seen as maintaining
an internal state variable x, initialized to ⊥, its sequential specification being defined as follows:
operation propose (v):
if (x = ⊥) then x← v endif; return (x).
As we can see, a propose() operation is a combination of a conditional write operation followed by a read opera-
tion. A consensus object is a one-write register that keeps forever the value proposed by the first propose() operation.
Any subsequent propose() operation returns the first deposited value. As a consensus object is a concurrent atomic
object, if a process crashes while executing a propose() operation, everything appears as if that operation has been
entirely or not at all executed.
The fact that the same value is returned by the propose () operations that terminate is called consensus agreement
property. The fact that the decided value is a value proposed by a process is called consensus validity property. The fact
that all the processes that invoke the propose () operation and do not crash are returned a value is called consensus
termination property. So, validity rules out trivial and meaningless objects where the decided value would not be
related to the proposed values. Agreement defines the coordination power of a consensus object, while termination
states that a consensus object is wait-free.
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3.2 The specification of the constructed object
The constructed object Y is defined by an initial state (denoted s0), and a type that consists in a finite set of m
total operations OP1(param1, res1), . . . , OPm(paramm, resm) and a sequential specification. In the following,
OP(param, res) is used to denote any of the previous operations. Each operation has a (possibly empty) set of input
parameters (param), and returns a result (res). Sequential specification means that the behavior of Y is defined by
the set of all the sequences of operations where the output res of each operation OP() is appropriately determined
according to the value of its input parameters (param) and all the operations that precede OP() in the sequence.
Alternatively, the sequential specification can also be defined by associating a pre-assertion and a post-assertion with
each operation. The pre-assertion describes the state of the object before the operation, while, assuming no other
operation is concurrently executed on the object, the post-assertion defines the result output by the operation and the
new state of the object resulting from that operation execution.
For the need of the universal construction, we consider that a sequence of operations can be abstracted as an object
state, and accordingly the semantics of each operation is defined by a deterministic transition function δ() (for non-
deterministic objects, see [9]). More precisely, s being the current state of the object, δ(x,OP(param)) returns a pair
(s′, res) where s′ is the new state of the object and res is the the output parameter returned to the calling process.
3.3 A wait-free universal construction
The universal construction is designed incrementally. It first shows how consensus objects are used to order operations.
Then it shows how atomic registers are used to ensure that no operation issued by a correct process remains pending
forever. This means that the wait-free property of the construction is obtained from the atomic registers.
3.3.1 Step 1: using consensus to order
The construction is an asynchronous algorithm in which each process pi plays two roles, namely, the role of a client
when an operation is locally invoked, and the role of a server where it cooperates with the other servers to implement
the object Y . The first role is implemented by appropriate statements executed each time an operation is locally
invoked by pi, while the second role is implemented by a set of background tasks, one on each process pi.
Client role An interface with the local application layer can easily be realized as follows. First, pi sets a local
variable resulti to ⊥, and informs its server that a new operation has been locally issued (line 1, below). To that end,
another local variable denoted propi is used, that is a pair containing the description of the operation (OP(param))
and the identity (i) of the invoking process. Then, pi waits until the result associated with that operation has been
computed and returns then that result to the upper application layer (line 2). The hope is that the servers will cooperate
to order and apply the operations on Y to each local representation si.
when the operation Y .OP(param) is invoked at pi:
1 resulti ← ⊥; propi ←
 
OP(param), i  ;
2 wait until (resulti 6= ⊥); return (resulti).
Server role The idea is for each server to manage a local copy si of object Y (si is initialized to the initial value of
Y ). A necessary requirement for this management to be correct, is that the servers apply the operations in the same
order to their local copies of Y .
To attain this goal, the server at each process pi is implemented by a background task which is an infinite loop
described below. When, propi 6= ⊥, the task discovers that a new operation has locally been invoked (line 3). So,
in order to both inform the other processes and guarantee that the operations will be applied in the same order on
each copy, it proposes that operation to a new consensus instance (line 5). The tasks use a list of consensus objects
(CONS [k])k≥1, CONS [k] being used to implement the kth consensus instance. As each consensus instance provides
the processes with the same output, and as they invoke these instances in the same sequential order, they will be
provided with the same sequence of decided values. So, each process manages a local counter ki such that CONS [ki]
denotes the next consensus object that pi has to use (line 4).
As a value propi proposed to a consensus instance is a pair, a decided value is also a pair made up of an operation
and the identity of the process that invoked it (see line 1). So, execi, the local variable where is saved the value
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decided by the last consensus instance (line 5), is a pair composed of two fields, execi.op that contains the decided
operation, and execi.proc that contains the identity of the process that issued that operation. The server executes then
“(si, res) ← δ(si, execi.op)” to update its local copy si of the object Y (line 6). Moreover, if pi is the process that
invoked the operation, it locally returns the result res of that operation by writing it into the local variable resulti
(line 8).
while (true) do
3 if (propi 6= ⊥) then
4 ki ← ki + 1;
5 execi ← CONS [ki].propose(propi);
6 (si, res)← δ(si, execi.op);
7 let j = execi[r].proc;
8 if (i = j) then propi ← ⊥; resulti ← res end if
9 end if
end while.
As each consensus instance outputs the same operation to all the processes that invoke that instance, and as the
processes invoke the instances in the same order, it follows that, for any k, the processes pi that have invoked the first
k consensus instances, applied the same length k sequence of operations to their copy si of the object Y .
If, after it has participated in k consensus instances (si is then the state of Y resulting from the sequential appli-
cation of the k operations output by the first k consensus instances), a process pi does not invoke operation during
some period of time, its local copy si is not modified. When, later, it invokes again an operation and proposes it to a
consensus instance, it can have to execute consensus instances (starting from k + 1) to catch up a consensus instance
where no value has yet been decided. While catching up, it will sequentially update its local state si according to the
operations that have been decided after the kth instance.
3.3.2 Non-blocking vs wait-free implementation
Considering a consensus instance, exactly one process is a winner in the sense that the value proposed to that instance
by that process is the decided value. In that sense the previous construction is non-blocking: all the processes that
participate (i.e., propose a value) in a consensus instance are returned a value, and exactly one process (the winner)
terminates its upper layer operation. A consensus object is live in the sense that a value is always decided as soon as
the consensus object is proposed at least one value.
Unfortunately, that implementation is not wait-free. Indeed, it is easy to build a scenario in which, while a process
pi continuously proposes its operation to successive consensus instances, it is never a winner, because there are always
processes proposing operations to these successive consensus instances and it is always a value proposed by one of
these processes that is decided, and never the value proposed by pi. In that case, the operation on Y issued by pi is
never executed, and, at the application level, pi is prevented from progressing.
The difference between non-blocking and wait-free is fundamental. A similar difference exists in classical lock-
based computing between the deadlock-free and starvation-free guarantees. While starvation-free implies deadlock-
free, the opposite is not true. It is the same here where wait-free implies non-blocking, while the opposite is false.
3.3.3 Step 2: atomic registers to help
A way to go from a non-blocking construction to a wait-free construction consists in introducing a helping mechanism
that allows a process to propose to a consensus instance not its own pending operation but instead all the pending
operations it is aware of.
To that end, a one-writer multi-reader atomic register is associated with each process. That register allows its
writer process to inform the other processes about the last operation is has issued. More explicitly, REG[i] is an
atomic register that can be written only by pi, and read by all the processes. When it writes its last operation in
REG[i], pi “publishes” it, and all the other processes become aware of it when they read REG[i]. Such a register
REG[i] is made up of two fields, REG[i].op that contains the last operation invoked by pi together with its input
parameters (OP(param)), and REG[i].sn that contains a sequence number (REG[i].sn = x, means that REG[i].op
is the xth operation issued by pi). Each atomic register REG[i] is initialized to (⊥, 0).
In order to know whether the last operation that pj has published in REG[j] has been or not applied to its local copy
of Y (i.e., si), each process pi manages a local array of sequence numbers denoted last seeni[1 : n]; last seeni[j]
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when the operation OP(param) is locally invoked at pi:
(1) resulti ← ⊥;
(2) REG[i]← (OP(param), last seeni[i] + 1);
(3) wait until (resulti 6= ⊥);
(4) return (resulti)
—————————————————————————————————————-
Task T : % background server task %
(5) while (true) do
(6) propi ← ε; % empty list %
(7) for 1 ≤ j ≤ n do
(8) if (REG[j].sn > last seeni[j]) then append (REG[j].op, j) to propi end if;
(9) end for;
(10) if (propi 6= ε) then ki ← ki + 1; % consensus instance number%
(11) execi ← CONS [ki].propose(propi);
(12) for r = 1 to |execi| do (si, res)← δ(si, execi[r].op);
(13) let j = execi[r].proc;
(14) last seeni[j]← last seeni[j] + 1;
(15) if (i = j) then resulti ← res end if
(16) end for
(17) end if
(18) end while
Figure 2: A wait-free universal construction
contains the sequence number of the last operation issued by pj that has been applied to si (∀ i, j, last seeni[j] is
initialized to 0).
The helping mechanism is realized as follows. When it invokes a consensus instance, a process pi does not
proposes its last operation only, but proposes instead all the operations that have been published by the processes in
REG[1 : n] and that have not been applied to its local copy si of the object. From its point of view, those are all the
operations that have not yet been executed, and consequently pi strives to have them executed. This means that now,
instead of a single operation (issued by itself), a process pi proposes a list of operations to a consensus instance.
These design principles give rise to the universal construction described in Figure 2. As the value proposed by
a process pi to a consensus instance is a non-empty list of operations (propi), the value decided by that consensus
instance is a non-empty list of operations. Consequently, the local variable execi, where is saved the value decided by
the current consensus instance, is now a list of operations; |execi| denotes its length and execi[r], 1 ≤ r ≤ |execi|,
denotes its rth item. Let us remind that this item is a pair (namely, the pair (execi[r].op, execi[r].proc)). (see [9] for
the proof.)
3.4 Consensus from a timed register
The consensus problem can not be solved in a pure asynchronous system prone to process crashes, be the underlying
communication system a message-passing system [6], or a shared memory made up of atomic read/write registers
[17]. The system has to be equipped with additional power in order to be able to solve consensus. Failure detectors
in message-passing, and synchronization primitives (stronger than read or write) [11], are objects that provide such
additional power. Here we present another approach to solve the consensus problem, namely, the notion of a timed
register. That notion has been introduced and investigated by Raynal and Taubenfeld [18].
The notion of a timed register The shared memory is composed of classical atomic read/write registers, plus timed
registers. A timed register supports atomic read and atomic write operations defined as follows. A read operation of a
timed register Y is denoted Y.read(d) (where d is a time duration), and always returns the current value of Y . A write
operation is denoted Y.write(v).
In order to define the semantics of a write operation on a timed register, let us consider the sequence of read and
write operations issued by a process pi on a timed register Y . A write operation on Y issued by pi is constrained if it
immediately follows a read operation by pi on Y in that sequence (that read operation is the associated constraining
read).
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Let wri = Y.write(v) be a constrained write, and rdi = Y.read(d) the associated constraining read. The write
wri is successful if it is issued at most d time units after rdi. In that case, v is written into Y and wri returns true.
Otherwise, the write is not executed and wri returns false . Timed registers can be implemented from time-free registers
and timers, but the important point here is that (as failure detector classes, or abstract data types), a timed register is
defined only by behavioral properties and not by the way these properties are implemented in a particular system.
It follows from the previous definition, that a read operation such that rdi = Y.read(+∞) imposes no constraint
on the next write on Y issued by the same process. More generally, if all the read operations on a timed register are
such that d = +∞, that register behaves as an atomic time-free register. It is important to notice that, between the
rdi and wri operations as defined above, (1) pi can issue read and write operations on any (time-free or timed) register
different from Y , and (2) all the other processes can issue operations on any register (including Y ).
A process can execute a delay(d) statement, where d is time duration. Its effect is to delay the invoking process
for an arbitrary but finite period longer than d time units.
An indulgent consensus algorithm (known bound) Such an algorithm is presented in Figure 3 [18]. It uses a
single timed register Y (initialized to ⊥) and is surprisingly simple. A process decides when it executes the return()
statement. As it can be observed, this algorithm works for any number of processes.
operation consensus(vi):
(1) while
 
Y.read(∆) = ⊥  do Y.write(vi) end while;
(2) delay(∆);
(3) return(Y.read(∞))
Figure 3: An indulgent consensus algorithm with a known bound (code for pi)
A timing failure refers to the situation where the timing assumption the underlying system should provide the
processes with (i.e., the bound ∆), is not satisfied. Here, a timing failure means that there are periods during which
∆ is not an upper bound on the time duration separating a constrained write from its associated constraining read
operation.
A timing-based algorithm is indulgent with respect to transient timing failures, if it never violates the safety prop-
erty of the problem it has to solve even in the presence of timing failures, and satisfies its liveness property if, after
some time, there are no more timing failures. It is easy to see that the algorithm depicted in Figure 3 is indulgent.
4 From obstruction-freedom to a stronger property
This section considers the case where we are provided with an obstruction-free implementation of an object and we
want to transform it into a non-blocking or a wait-free implementation.
It is important to notice that, in the present case, the specification of the object is not known. We have only a
“black box” that provides an obstruction-free implementation of the object. Let us observe that, even if we knew
the sequential specification of the object, a universal construction would not solve the problem. This is due to the
following reason. A universal construction is based on consensus objects whose aim is to linearize all the operations
on the object. Consequently, a universal construction eliminates concurrency among the operations in the common
case (this is for example the case of all à la Paxos algorithms that are based on an eventual leader [8, 16]).
So, the problem is here to produce efficient transformations [5]. The transformations we are interested in have to
guarantee that some operation issued by a correct process will terminate (non-blocking case), or that each operation
issued by a correct process will terminate (wait-free case), without preventing operations to execute concurrently each
time it is possible (e.g., two operations that access the opposite ends of a non-empty shared queue have not to be
prevented to proceed in parallel).
4.1 Additional power is required
In order to go from obstruction-freedom to a stronger property, some help of the underlying system is required. This
help can take different forms. One is to have new objects such as failures detectors. This approach is considered in the
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next subsection.
Another approach consists in considering that the underlying system (1) provides base objects endowed with
(synchronization) operations stronger than read and write, and (2) satisfies additional behavioral assumptions (these
assumptions make the system no longer fully asynchronous).
Fich, Luchangco, Moir and Shavit have proposed an algorithm that transforms an obstruction-free implementation
into a wait-free implementation in [5]. Their algorithm is based on a register R that provides the processes with a
Fetch&Incr() operation. The invocation R.Fetch&Incr() atomically increases R by 1 and returns its previous value.
This register is used to associate a unique timestamp with each operation on the object, when that operation encounters
concurrency that could prevent its progress.
As previously suggested, this operation alone is not sufficient for obtaining the wait-freedom property. The under-
lying system has also to be eventually synchronous in the following sense: There is a finite r such that, in all runs,
the ratio of the speeds of the quickest process and the slowest (non crashed) process is bounded by r. The algorithm
presented in [5] assumes such a bound does exist but does not use it explicitly (i.e., that bound is used only in the proof
of the algorithm, not in its text)2.
Taubenfeld presents in [20] an algorithm that transforms an obstruction-free implementation into a non-blocking
implementation. His algorithm requires the same assumption as before on the bound r, and uses a register that provides
the processes with a Compare&Swap() operation. R.Compare&Swap(old, new) executes atomically the following. If
R = old, it is updated to the value new and the operation returns true. Otherwise R is not modified, and the operation
returns false .
The main difference between both previous transformations lies in their cost. The transformation described in [5]
requires n atomic single writer registers, n atomic multi-writer registers, and one fetch&add register. Moreover, in
presence of concurency conflict, the waiting time for an operation to execute can be exponential wrt n. Differently, the
transformation described in [20] (that provides non-blocking instead of the stronger wait-freedom property) requires
n atomic single writer registers, and one compare&swap register. It has a O(1) time complexity.
4.2 Using appropriate failure detectors to boost obstruction-freedom
The failure detector-based approach to go from an obstruction-free implementation to an implementation satisfying
a stronger property in presence of concurrency has been introduced by Guerraoui, Kapalka and Kouznetsov [7] who
have investigated the weakest failure detectors to boost obstruction-freedom.
When compared to the previous approach (addition of both an operation stronger than read or write, and a behav-
ioral assumption for the underlying system), the use of a failure detector has the advantage to encapsulate in a single
object all the needed requirements.
Principle The principle of this approach is the following. Just after a process pi starts executing an operation,
and also later (even several times before it completes the operation), it invokes the primitive contender(i) to signal
possible contention. An invocation of contender(i) can block the calling process until some progress condition is
verified. When it returns, the calling process tries to execute its operation. If after some time, it has not yet finished it,
it invokes again contender(i) to benefit from the new concurrency context. Finally, when pi terminates its operation
it invokes the primitive finished(i) to indicate it is no longer accessing the internal representation of the object. Both
contender() and finished() are two primitives defining what is usually called a contention manager.
A failure detector-based contention manager for the non-blocking property We show here how to construct a
contention manager that ensures the non-blocking property. This contention manager is based on a failure detector
denoted Ω∗. Such a failure detector provides the processes with a primitive, denoted leader(), that takes a set X of
processes as input parameter, and returns a process identity. For each set of processes X , all the invocations leader(X)
2It is important to notice that this assumption is not strong enough to allow detecting the crash of a process. Differently, the explicit knowledge
of r would allow detecting process crashes.
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collectively satisfy the following property (eventual leadership): there is a time after which all these invocations return
the same process identity that is a correct process of X [7, 19]3.
The intuition that underlies this definition is the following. The set X passed as input parameter by the invoking
process pi is the set of all the processes that pi considers as being concurrently accessing the object. Given a set X
of processes that invoke leader(X), the eventual property states that there is a time after which these processes have
the same correct leader p`, and this correct leader is such that ` ∈ X . This is the process that is allowed to progress to
finish executing its operation. It is important to notice that the time from which the leadership property occurs is not
known by the processes. Moreover, before that time, there is an anarchy period during which each process, as far as its
leader(X) invocations are concerned, can obtain different leaders. Let us also observe that if a process pi issues two
invocations leader(X1) and leader(X2) with X1 6= X2, there is no relation linking `1 and `2 (the eventual leaders
associated with the sets X1 and X2) whatever the values of X1 and X2 (e.g., the fact that X1 ⊂ X2 imposes no
particular constraint on `1 and `2).
The Ω∗-based contention manager is described in Figure 4. Its text is self-explanatory. PART [1..n] is a shared
boolean array initialized to [false , . . . , false ]. PART [i] is a single writer multi-reader register written only by pi to
indicate it is competing with other processes in order to terminate its operation. It is shown in [7] that this Ω∗ is
the weakest failure detector class that allows boosting the obstruction-freedom property to the non-blocking property.
(“Weakest” means that there is no failure detector-based contention manager for such a boosting if we consider only
failure detectors that provide less information on process failures than the information given by Ω∗.)
operation contender(i):
PART [i]← true;
repeat X ← {j | PART [j]}
until (leader(X) = i) end repeat
operation finished(i): PART [i]← false
Figure 4: An Ω∗-based contention manager
A failure detector-based contention manager for the wait-freedom property This contention manager is based
on the failure detector 3P introduced in [2]. It is shown in [7] that it is the weakest failure detector to boost from the
obstruction-freedom property to the wait-freedom property. A failure detector of the class3P provides each process
pi with a set SUSPECTEDi such that the set SUSPECTEDi of each correct process pi eventually contains all the faulty
processes and only them. This means that during an arbitrary long (but finite) period of time, a set can contain any
value, after which it behaves “perfectly” in the sense it contains only crashed processes, and eventually all of them.
The 3P-based contention manager needs an additional primitive denoted get timestamp(). That primitive returns
a locally increasing timestamp ts (positive integer) such that, when considering all the processes, there is a finite
number of timestamps ts′ that have been generated with ts′ < ts. This primitive cane easily be implemented from
atomic single writer multi-reader atomic registers.
The 3P-based contention manager is described in Figure 5. It uses an array TS [1..n] of timestamps (initialized to
[0, . . . , 0]). TS [i] 6= 0 means that pi is competing in order to terminate its operation. Let us observe that all the pairs
(TS [x], x) (such that TS 6= 0) refer to competing processes and are lexicographically ordered. This order is used by
the contention manager to favor the process with the smallest pair and make the other competing processes to wait
(until their turn arrives). Let us observe that 3P guarantees that, after some time, all the competing processes agrees
on the same order to favor processes, and due to the fact that the timestamps do increase, every process will eventually
execute its operation (if it does not crash before).
5 t-Resilience and graceful degradation
Up to now, we have considered that any number of processes may crash, but we have assumed that the underlying ob-
jects they use to communicate (e.g., read/write atomic registers, consensus objects) are reliable. This section considers
the case where the base objects can be faulty. It is inspired mainly from the work of Jayanti, Chandra and Toueg [14].
3When, X = {p1, . . . , pn}, Ω∗ boils down to Ω the classical leader oracle introduced in [3]. Ω∗ is a “single leader” version of the more
general leader oracle, denoted Ωk
∗
, that has been introduced to wait-free solve the k-set agreement problem.
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operation contender(i):
if (TS [i] = 0) then TS [i]← get timestamp() end if;
repeat competi ← {j |   TS [j] 6= 0 ∧ j /∈ SUSPECTEDi  };
let (ts, j) be the smallest pair in the set
∈ {(TS [x], x) | x ∈ competi}
until (j = i) end repeat
operation finished(i): TS [i]← 0
Figure 5: A 3P-based contention manager
The aim is to build a wait-free implementation of the operations defining an object RO, that tolerates the failure
of the base objects it is built from. Let us remind that wait-free means that any operation on RO issued by a correct
process has to terminate (whatever the speed or the crash of the other processes).
We focus here on self-implementation, i.e., implement a (high level) reliable object RO of type T from unreliable
base objects of the same type T .
5.1 Failure modes
We consider that a base object can exhibit the following types of failures (called failure modes).
• Crash. An object experiences a crash failure if after some time all its operation invocations return⊥ (a default
value that cannot be returned by an operation when there is no failure). This means that the object satisfies its
specification until it crashes, and then satisfies the property “once⊥, thereafter⊥”.
• Omission. An object experiences an omission failure with respect to a process pi, it has the crash behavior with
respect to pi. So, an object that experiences an omission failure can be seen as crashed by some processes and
correct by other processes.
• Byzantine. An object experiences a Byzantine failure if its operations answer values that are not in agreement
with the object specification.
5.2 Notion of object t-resilience
Definition An implementation of a concurrent object is t-fault tolerant with respect to the failure mode F (crash,
omission, arbitrary) if the object remains correct and its implementation remains wait-free despite the occurrence of
up to t base objects that fail according to F .
A failure mode F is less severe than the failure mode G denoted F ≺ G if any implementation that is t-fault
tolerant with respect to the failure mode G is also t-fault tolerant with respect to the failure mode F . As an example,
this means that an implementation that is t-omission tolerant is also t-crash tolerant.
Example As an example, Figure 6 describes a t-resilient wait-free implementation of a one-writer one-reader atomic
register RO from unreliable base registers, for the crash failure mode. This implementation (introduced in [10])
requires m = t + 1 base registers (i.e., at least one base register is assumed to be reliable, but we do not know which
one!). As we can see, this implementation does not use sequence numbers.
The writer simply writes the new value in each base register, in increasing order, starting from REG [1] until
REG [t + 1]. The reader scans sequentially the registers in the opposite order, starting from REG [t + 1]. It stops just
after the first read of a base register that returns a non-⊥ value. As at least one base register does not crash (model
assumption), the reader always obtains a non-⊥ value. (Let us remind that, as we want to build a t-resilient object, the
construction is not required to provide guarantees when more than t base objects crash.) It is important to remark that
each read and write operation must follow a predefined order when it accesses the base registers. Moreover (and this
crucial for correctness!), the order for reading the base registers and the order for writing them are opposite.
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operation RO.write(v): % invoked by the writer %
for j from 1 to t + 1 do REG[j]← v end do;
return ()
operation RO.read(): % invoked by the reader %
for j from t + 1 to 1 do
aux← REG[j];
if (aux 6= ⊥) then return (aux) end if
end do
Figure 6: 1W1R t-resilient atomic register
5.3 Notion of graceful degradation
An implementation of a concurrent object is gracefully degrading if it it never fails more severely than the failure
mode of the base objects, whatever the number of base objects that fail (more details on this notion can be found in
[3]).
As an example, let us assume that base objects can fail by crashing. We have the following.
• If the implementation remains wait-free and correct despite the crash of any number of processes (wait-free
part) and the crash of up to t base objects (fault-tolerance part), then this implementation is t-fault tolerant with
respect to the crash failure mode.
• If, additionally, the implementation is wait-free and fails only by crash (if it fails) when more than t base objects
crash, and despite any number of processes, it is gracefully degrading.
As shown in [3], there are objects (e.g., consensus) for which it is impossible to build a gracefully degrading imple-
mentation for the crash failure mode.
6 To conclude
Several notions related to synchronization in presence of failure have been presented. Among the notions that have
not been discussed, there is the notion of abortable object [1]. Such an object behaves like an ordinary object when ac-
cessed sequentially, but may return a special default value ⊥ when accessed concurrently. The power of these objects
is investigated in [1].
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